
WRITE GOOD INTRODUCTION COMPARISON ESSAY

Compare and Contrast Essay detailed writing guide with structure patterns, introduction and conclusion techniques,
useful examples, tips and.

You can rely on Google Scholar to find them. Think of the structure of your text You have to decide how
many paragraphs your essay will contain. Strict maintains a highly structured classroom atmosphere to keep
her pupils disciplined and motivated, Mr. The block method is useful for shorter essays. Then you would focus
on men in the next section. This will make it easier to structure a good argument. Brainstorming Take the
instructions your professor gave you. You are comparing three or more subjects as opposed to the traditional
two. All you have to do is glance at your Venn diagram to get a sense of the things that you could write about.
Alternating Method In this method, the aspect of comparison if fully handled in one paragraph. It is therefore
advisable to first study the prompt at length highlighting the key words to identify the exact need. Fair-Use
Policy What is a comparative essay? If you prefer to focus on one subject at a time, jot your lists down on a
blank sheet of paper and flip it over to the other side for the other subject. While preparing the text, you need
to understand that you need to separate these two topics from each other. Traditionally, an essay consists of an
introductory paragraph, three body paragraphs, and a conclusion. The most common five methods to grab your
reader's attention, commonly used by professionals, are the following: Give a brief historical review of your
topic for help reader to better understand it Start from a little story or an anecdote, which leads the reader into
your topic Try to use a surprising statement â€” something disgusting, joyful or even shocking "Dropping" the
name of a well-known person celebrity usually gets the reader's attention State straight out what your essay is
going to be about, simply and clearly Start from a short background High school students often find it difficult
to view their teachers as anything but "the enemy. Make sure you know the basis for comparison The
assignment sheet may say exactly what you need to compare, or it may ask you to come up with a basis for
comparison yourself. The B block, or second half of your essay, should refer to the A block, or first half, and
make clear points of comparison whenever comparisons are relevant. Students usually find it impossible to
complete a 5-paragraph essay in a day. Such instances requires the author to develop the basis of comparison
by themselves. A comparison essay is one of them. Once you have the introduction, it will be easy to proceed.
Your professors usually assign definition or argumentative essays. Asking a question also works. A
comparative essay on religion, e. This section will introduce the reader into the two subjects and the thesis
statement. That skill should be visible right from the introduction. No matter whether the subjects have more
or less in common, the alternating method states the writer should share valuable information about every
subject and corresponding point. The focus should be mainly on the points that are related and those that are of
less significance should be canceled. It should therefore be simple and clear. If you are a visual person, a Venn
diagram can facilitate this process. Advantages gives the subjects equal weights in terms of comparison the
reader gets to identify the comparison factor easily When to use this method When dealing with a long
comparative essay When dealing with complex subjects that need close attention Block Method This is quite
the easiest method though very dangerous.


